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zine. When I started last year we laid out several goals to move our magazine and website to the
and it is thanks to you and your support. In the spirit of Thanksgiving, I would like to thank every one of you who sent me your input, made suggestions, wrote articles or just simply passed
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This month is Home Health Care and Hospice Month. On page 16 we have a special guest
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health nurses. On page 8 we explore hospice nursing and look at the deeply meaningful work
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ing the face of professional networking for nurses across the nation on page 14.

author from Home Health Services for our career spotlight, with profiles three local home

anticipated. We also profile hospice nurse leader Andrea Green, RN and CEO of Community

As we forward to 2009, I would like to invite you to share your knowledge and special insight
with us and our readers. We will be featuring new special sections that directly look for reader
input and advice, so please register with our professional network at nurseslounge.com and
send me a note with your ideas and feedback!
See you in the lounge!
Anthony Armstrong
Editor-in-Chief
Nurses Lounge-DFW
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a new makeover! You can read more about its new features on page 14.
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Congratulations to one
of our specialists in nursing.
Medical City has a long tradition of nursing excellence, from being
twice recognized as a Magnet hospital to countless individual awards.
We’re proud of our Vice President and Chief Nurse Executive,
Cole Edmonson, RN, MS, FACHE, NEA-BC,
for several recent awards:
2008 Visionary
Nurse Leader,
Nursing Management
Congress

NurseWeek Nursing
Excellence Award:
Advancing and
Leading the Profession

Nurse of the Year,
District 4,
Texas Nurses
Association

If you’re interested in joining a team that’s committed to
nursing excellence, visit medicalcityhospital.com

medicalcityhospital.com

Snapshots of Excellence
MIRIAM SIBLEy NAMED NEW CNO

she has for patient care have influenced nurse managers and floor
nurses throughout the Margot

Miriam Sibley, RN, has been

Perot Center.”

named Parkland Health & Hospi-

Maitre’s responsibilities include

tal System’s chief nursing officer.

the fiscal and clinical management

Sibley ensures the overall

of Labor and Delivery, Newborn

direction, leadership and execu-

Nursery, Special Care Nursery,

tive management of the Nursing

Neonatal Intensive Care, High Risk

Administration, Nursing Education

OB, and Gynecological Surgery.

and Centralized Staffing depart-

During her 14-year tenure, she has

ments. In addition, she will con-

helped oversee the multi-million

tinue the ongoing development

dollar expansion of the Margot

and implementation of a program

Perot Center, which included

to monitor, evaluate and improve

construction of an expanded NICU,

the quality of nursing care.

Miriam Sibley, RN

“I’m honored that I have the
opportunity to improve the health
care experience for our patients in my new role as chief nursing officer.

addition of labor-and-delivery

Deb Maitre, RNC, MS,

suites and creation of a high-risk
OB unit.
Maitre’s reputation has served as a magnet, attracting other nurses

Parkland’s mission fits so well with my goals; that is, striving to make

from around the country to join Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas. “I

Dallas a healthier place to be for all residents,” Sibley says.

intentionally came to work in this hospital seven years ago because of

For more than 20 years Sibley has served in various capacities at Park-

her reputation in the national nursing community,” says Renee’ Jones,

land, including as a staff nurse, nursing supervisor, nurse recruiter and

RNC, MSN, WHCNP, and clinical education specialist. “She has been my

director. She most recently served as senior vice president of Women &

boss, mentor, colleague, role model and more importantly an excep-

Infants’ Specialty Health where she was responsible for strategic plan-

tional friend.”

ning, quality and patient safety, budget and fiscal oversight as well as

Judges for the award noted Maitre’s management style, which is to

the leadership and management of 1,200 employees. Sibley received

lead by example, never asking others to do something she isn’t willing

a bachelor’s degree as well as a master’s degree in nursing from Texas

to do herself. Challenged with numerous administrative duties, Maitre

Woman’s University.

still makes a point to mentor young nurse leaders and be a visible at-

“I look forward to seeing Miriam Sibley enhance the quality of nursing care delivered to patients and families of our hospital system,” says

tendee at unit meetings throughout her division.
Maitre, named a Great 100 Nurse in 2002 by the Texas Nurses As-

Dr. Ron J. Anderson, Parkland’s president and chief executive officer.

sociation, has fostered the development of clinical coordinators, clinical

“Her numerous years of nursing, management experience and her

educators, an outreach coordinator and quality-improvement special-

inclinations as a servant leader will help us achieve nursing excellence

ists in her units. She has developed a Family Advisory Committee in

at Parkland.”

the NICU and helped facilitate the creation of Chloe’s Room, a specially
designed room for parents of stillborns to say hello and goodbye to

DEB MAITRE RECOGNIzED WITH
NATIONAL MANAGEMENT AWARD

their babies.
She helped develop an OB hospitalist program, among the first in
Texas, that ensures availability of a board certified OB/GYN, 24 hours a

Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas’ Deb Maitre, RNC, MS, director of
women’s and infants’ services at Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas’ Margot
Perot Center for Women and Infants, has been recognized with the na-

day, seven days a week.
Maitre’s current work focuses on women’s medical care and the medical needs of patients at the beginning of life.

tional Nursing Spectrum/NurseWeek Excellence Award in Management.
“Her stamp of excellence is on every aspect of patient care delivered
at the Margot Perot Center,” says Martha Steinbauer, RN, CNO, vice
president of nursing at Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas. “It’s very evident
that the special connection she feels to patients and the high standards
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COLE EDMONSON SELECTED FOR
2008 VISIONARy LEADER AWARD

able change in the work environment. His leadership contributed to
a number of initiatives at Medical City Hospital in Dallas, including the
development of a new bariatric center, cord blood donation center,

Nursing Management an-

cancer resource center and chest pain center.

nounced Cole Edmonson, RN,

In 2003, Edmonson helped Medical City and Medical City Children’s

MS, FACHE, NEA-BC, vice presi-

Hospital achieve Magnet designation, an award acknowledging nursing

dent and chief nurse executive at

excellence, which is beneficial to both hospitals looking to attract and

Medical City and Medical City

retain quality employees and patients looking for quality health care.

Children’s Hospital, as the recipi-

Under Edmonson’s leadership in 2008, Medical City became the first

ent of the 2008 Visionary Leader

hospital in North Texas to be re-designated a Magnet facility.

Award. On a national level, the

“Cole is indeed a visionary leader and a gift to us here at Medical

award recognizes individuals who

City,” shares Britt Berrett, president and chief executive officer. “He is

view nursing as both an art and a

acutely aware of the needs of both nurses and patients and is adept at

science by promoting caring and

developing programs and services that support our nursing staff and

competence.

provide quality care to our patients.”

Edmonson was selected by the

Cole Edmonson, RN, MS,

editorial board at Nursing Manage-

FACHE, NEA-BC

ment based on the manuscript

MARy JANE ASHE APPOINTED ASSOCIATE
OF CENTER FOR HISPANIC STUDIES

submitted by Medical City Hospital nurses detailing his accomplishments and leadership talents in the
planning, development, implementation and evaluation of a sustain-

The Center for Hispanic Studies in Nursing and Health at The
University of Texas at Arlington School of Nursing (UTASN)
announced the appointment
of Mary Jane Ashe, RN, MN, assistant director for undergraduate
student services, as an associate
of the center. Ashe will act as a
liaison between the Center and
the undergraduate students and
student organizations.
Ashe’s specialty area is nursing
care of children and she has au-

Mary Jane Ashe, RN, MN

thored a book chapter in Nursing
Care of Children (3rd Ed). She has numerous presentations in the area
of ethnic/racial diversity in nursing and has coauthored a funded Title
V Grant: Opening Pathways for Hispanic Future Teachers and Nurses
with Mountain View College. She has been assistant director of UTASN’s
Undergraduate Student Services since September 2004.
Ashe’s direct connection with the undergraduate students will
enhance student awareness and participation in the educational programs and community services focusing on Hispanic health care issues.
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NURSEWEEk ExCELLENCE AWARD NOMINEE
Patricia Gould-Allard, PhD, RN,
LMFT, LPC, director, educational
services at Presbyterian Hospital
of Plano was nominated for the

Fewer Fill Ups, More Fulfillment

Nurseweek Excellence Award for
Mentoring.
Gould-Allard’s coworkers say

A short drive can take you a long way at Medical Center of Plano.
With rising gas prices there’s never been a better time to work close
to home. We are a 400+ bed, state-of-the-art facility and were
recently selected as one of Dallas/Fort Worth’s Best Places to
Work by the Dallas Business Journal. Become part of our team
and start getting more mileage out of your career... not your car!

that no matter how busy she may
be, when asked for assistance, she
finds a way to accommodate the
request. She is known for listening
well, nurturing staff and taking
pride in nurses’ growth.
When asked where her inspiration comes from, she replies “I

Registered Nurses
Patricia Gould-Allard, PhD, RN,
LMFT, LPC,

am a high energy person. I love
people. Relationships and collaboration are primary on my ‘things that
matter most’ list. I work for an extraordinary hospital and system with
the best staff. During our recent Magnet journey, I had the privilege of
closely working with most of the nursing staff. Their stories energized

Sign-on Bonus Available for Most Positions!
Cardiac ICU Stepdown

Oncology Advanced
Practice Nurse

Critical Care

Operating Room

Emergency - FT, nights

Operating Room Manager

EMS Educator

Operating Room RNFA

Endoscopy - PRN
Inpatient Rehab - FT, nights

and revitalized me, much like my mother’s stories connected me to

Inpatient Rehab Assistant
Manager/Clinician

nursing in the very beginning.

Labor & Delivery

“Through the years, I have had the opportunity to impart a little of
the ‘wisdom from the field’ that I have been given. I am strongly committed to creating and maintaining a healthy work environment and at
PHP I can help that happen.” NL

PACU
Pediatrics
Pediatrics & Newborn Nursery
Nurse Clinician
Performance Improvement
Coordinator

Med/Surg Oncology
Med/Surg Orthopedics

Radiology

Med/Surg Orthopedics
Nurse Manager

Staffing Resource Team - PRN

Neural/Renal ICU Stepdown

Surgery Center of Plano
PACU - PRN

NICU - FT, nights

Check Out Our January Nursing Internships!

Share your stories!
Nurses Lounge-DFW is looking for nurses who will share their

Graduate nurse internships available in Med/Surg Orthopedics,
Med/Surg Oncology, Neuro/Renal ICU Stepdown and Cardiac
ICU Stepdown. A Critical Care internship is available for experienced nurses wishing to change specialties.

experiences and special knowledge with other nurses!
Apply online:
Send your favorite

www.medicalcenterofplano.com

nursing Christmas

Candidates may also apply online at: Medical Center of Plano,
Recruitment, 1600 Coit Rd., Suite 406, Plano, TX 75075-7738 or call
972-519-1432 for more information. EOE

story to editor@
nurseslounge.
com and we’ll print
our favorite in the
December issue!
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Faces in the Crowd

Andrea Green, Hospice CEO
By Anthony Armstrong
Andrea Green, RN, has served as chief executive officer for Community Hospice of Texas since its inception in 1996. Green began

Hospice Administration and has extensive clinical experience. She has

her hospice career in 1986 as the Director of St. Joseph Hospice, and

worked for John Peter Smith Hospital and Saint Joseph Hospital as

was instrumental in managing the merger of Harris, Huguley Memo-

the Critical Care Coordinator. She currently serves as the vice president

rial, and St. Joseph hospices, resulting in the formation of Community

for the Texas Non-Profit Hospice Alliance.

Hospice of Texas.
Green started out earning a midwife certification at Bradford University in England when hospice was a new movement.
When asked why she chose to go into hospice care, Green cites dif-

Community Hospice of Texas is an independent, community-owned
health care provider and has become the largest non-profit hospice in
the state of Texas.
About the quilt featured in the cover photo: The quilt is one of sev-

ficult family deaths that made her realize that there was a better way to

eral created to commemorate the merger of Harris, Huguley Memorial,

deal with death and dying.

and St. Joseph hospices. Several nurses sent the patches to families in

“One of the things I initially enjoyed about hospice care is that I had

8

Green also obtained her BS in Nursing at UTA, holds a Certification in

the bereavement programs of the three hospices. The family members

the time to do nursing as it was truly intended,” says Green. “You only

designed each patch and mailed it back to Community Hospice where

have to visit four to five patients a day in hospice care, so you are able

the patches were sewn together into the quilts, symbolizing the merger

to devote more time to each patient.”

that brought the three hospices together. NL
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The Hard Work
of Dying
Hospice nurses bring comfort to
those facing their darkest moments.
By Anthony Armstrong

A

ccording to the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organiza-

what happens to the body during the dying process. We can make

tion (NHPCO), the largest nonprofit hospice and palliative care

them more comfortable and keep them from being alone. We have pa-

organization in the United States, hospice care involves

tients that last six months or longer, but the good thing is that we have

a team-oriented approach of expert medical care,

been a part of their struggle, and it makes it easy for them when they

pain management, and emotional and spiritual

have somebody go through it with them and someone who under-

support expressly tailored to the patient’s wishes.

stands how to keep them comfortable.”

In recent years, many hospice care programs added

who has six months or less to live, half of the patients are referred in

address not only physical pain, but also emotional,

only the last two weeks of life.

social, and spiritual pain to achieve the best possible

The problem, according to Lee, stems from a long-lasting resistance

quality of life for patients and their families.

to the acceptance of death. “The medical profession in general needs

(NHPCO.org)

to have more discussion of hospice and palliative care in training and

A relative newcomer to the health care continuum, hospice care is

education,” she says. “The medical community in general finds it hard

often viewed as a form of surrender by doctors and caregivers who

to admit that a patient is going to die. Often doctors wait until the very

have been trained to do everything possible to keep a person alive. The

last opportunity to sign them up, where if we had been called sooner,

reality, though, is quite the opposite—recommending a patient for hos-

we could have made a bigger difference in the patient’s end days.”

pice care often provides hope for the patient and family that they can
live out their remaining days in comfort and peace.
“People are not informed up front about what hospice care is about,”

“Most people don’t deal well with mortality,” Lee continues. “As
nurses, we were never taught that it was acceptable for our patients to
die. My concern in medicine is that we try so hard to keep them alive

says Terri Lee, RNC, director of nursing care for Lion Hospice. “Many

we are not paying attention to what they really need. We are never

doctors don’t even know what we are about. The biggest misconcep-

trained that it is okay to die.”

tion people have about hospice is that we are just here to help people

10

Unfortunately, even though hospice care is designed for someone

palliative care to their names…[which] seeks to

Because of the misconception that hospice care equates to a death-

die. Instead, we give them hope. We give them someone to help them

bed sentence, hospice nursing is often misunderstood as well. The

go through a process that is very scary. Not a lot of people understand

idea of losing all of one’s patients within six months or less can seem
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Combining our

Connecting

strengths. our people.

depressing at first, but in truth,
hospice nurses often see their
field as the most beneficial of all
nursing specialties; they take great
satisfaction in their ability to bring
peace and comfort to patients
who are navigating what can be
the most difficult and emotionally
painful experience of their lives.
“I stay in hospice because
hospice nurses make a difference,”
says Lee. “It is are one of the few
areas where nurses can practice
the full realm of nursing—medical,

Terri Lee, RNC

physical, emotional, spiritual and
social. It’s satisfying to me to know
that I made a difference in someone’s time of crisis. I don’t think there is
anything more rewarding than helping someone find comfort and ease
with a difficult situation. And I don’t mean just with pain meds. I mean
with the whole experience of being a person.”
Lee was a geriatric nurse for over 20 years before moving into
hospice nursing. “Helping patients in the end of life was the next step
in their long-term care, so hospice was a natural transition for me,”
she says.
Lee also tells the story of her father’s death and how it helped her appreciate everything that hospice care can mean to a patient. “My father
died from cancer of the liver. At the same time my father was going
through his hospice experience in Indiana, I was here in Texas working
in the hospice arena. I had a patient that was the same age and same

At HCA North Texas, together
we are strong.
Our connection to each other is seen in our shared
commitment to excellence, customer service and
optimal patient outcomes.
Our connection to our communities is embodied
by our compassionate outreach, such as disaster
relief efforts or our deep involvement in local giving
opportunities. Get connected to an exceptional
career by joining our team.

For information on careers at all HCA
North Texas locations, please visit:

www.careers-hcanorthtexas.com

diagnosis as my dad. They reminded me a whole lot of each other, so
it helped me to cope with my dad’s dying process while working with
my patient. It also helped to work with my patient’s family. That patient
died five days before my father, and I was present for both of their
deaths. I was able to make my dad comfortable as he went through
this heart-wrenching experience because of the knowledge I had as a
nurse. There is nothing more rewarding as a nurse than making someone comfortable.”
The opportunities for hospice nursing are numerous and growing.
When Andrea Green, RN, CEO of Community Hospice, started in
hospice care 22 years ago, there was only one hospice facility in Fort
Worth. Now, she says, “there are many more hospices than there used
to be, and most hospices are experiencing a 12% growth each year in
the number of patients.”
“Many people think that hospice care does not require a high skill
level,” says Green, “perhaps because people are at the end of life. It
requires a different set of skills because we don’t do a lot of procedures.
A hospice nurse needs the ability to form empathic relationships with

HCA North Texas has a full spectrum of
locations, including one that is right for you!
Denton Regional Medical Center • Green Oaks Psychiatric Hospital
Las Colinas Medical Center • Medical Center of Arlington
Medical Center of Lewisville • Medical Center of McKinney
Medical Center of Plano • Medical City Children’s Hospital
Medical City Dallas Hospital • North Hills Hospital
Plaza Medical Center of Fort Worth

An Equal Opportunity Employer
November 2008
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Dear Nurses Lounge,

patients and families, the ability to provide patient and family

I am a hospice nurse, semi-retired, working only PRN three days a

education. Many times patients

week. I have been a hospice nurse since 1993 and an RN for 41 years.

and families don’t know what to

I wrote the following for our company newsletter - IntegraCare
Hospice, Bedford, Texas. I hope you will publish it in Nurses Lounge
since hospice can be misunderstood by nurses; and, I see very little in
professional publications about hospice nurses/nursing. Thank you.

expect. You have to help them
prepare.”
Family interaction is often cited
as an important aspect of hospice
nursing since many of the critical

People ask, “How can you do hospice? All of your patients die.”
Treasures don’t always happen in hospice nursing, but sometimes
they do:
The widow that calls me every Christmas and sends a card. Her

decisions are often made by family
members. In addition, working in
a team environment is important.
“There are a multitude of people

Andrea Green, RN

husband had leukemia. He refused a hospital bed and he was having

involved in managing the care of

major N&V in the middle of his king size bed. In order to help him, it

one patient,” says Green. “This will

was necessary to just get in the bed with him. His wife has never forgot-

include the patient, their family members, case managers, social work-

ten my care and concern. Six or seven years later, I still get a Christmas

ers, chaplains, volunteers and aides. The nurse is the central coordinator

card and phone call every year.

for all of it.

The mother whose son I held in my arms for three hours while he

“We look for well-organized nurses who can effectively manage their

made the transition from this life to the next. Until her death, she

time, form relationships with the patient and family, work well in teams

called periodically to say she loved me and that she considered me her

and have good listening skills.”

other son.
The man who was not being compliant with anxiety and pain

Hospice care offers different employment opportunities than the
usual clinical care. Nurses also work in case management, admissions

medication due to the media hype about addiction versus physical

(to introduce the program) and triage nurses who work from home tak-

dependency. He was an older man, and I am an older man, so, I sat on

ing calls on the phone and dispatching the on-call nurses.

the floor in front of him and said, “Jack, I ain’t your daddy and I can’t

For the future of hospice care, Green says there are more people

make you do anything, but, if you will take the medication ordered you

electing to be served by hospice care. She also sees a shift in where

will feel a lot better and you won’t become addicted.” I gave him choices

patients are choosing to receive care. “Twenty years ago, 98 percent of

and he complied with good results. One day he quoted a short poem

our patients died at home, whereas today 50 percent die at home and

he had written about snow. I wanted to write it down, but instead, he

the rest choose to die in our inpatient unit. So there is a shift in families

honored me with the photograph of snow through his den window. He

wanting that to happen at home.”

had written the poem on the back of it. What an honor that was. When

The growing acceptance of hospice care is also resulting in a growth

he made the transition his pastor called and asked about the poem. He

of non-cancer related patients. “We have more acute patients with

said Jack had written several poems and he did not know if it would be

palliative therapies and more non-cancer diagnosis, such as heart and

used. I emailed the text to him.

lung problems, Alzheimer’s, etc.,” says Green. “Because the life span was

I attended Jack’s funeral with our chaplain and social worker. During

easier to predict with cancer, they were predominantly a larger portion

the service the pastor read the poem about snow. It was the only poem

of our patients. Now, only about half of our patients have a cancer

he read. When he finished, he look up and said, “Carey, we know you

diagnosis.”

are in here somewhere and the family just wants you to know how
important you are to them.”
Events like these don’t happen often, but when they do, they are trea-

Hospice nurses are experiencing technological changes as well. Many
have switched to fully electronic medical records and data entry. Their
field staff carries laptops for data entry in the field and communicating

sures. And that, fellow nurses, is how one does hospice. Hospice care is

with pharmacies and doctors offices. Home health aides can use their

filled with treasures.

PDAs to pull up a plan of care, document their visits and even record
their mileage.

Respectfully,
Mr. Carey Spikes, RN

The term “hospice” has French and Latin origins for a “rest house
for travelers,” “guest house” and “hospitality.” Today, the meaning has
evolved, through years of advocacy and professional outreach, to refer
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to a program of care and support for those who are dying. For those
who are reaching the end of their life, hospice care also provides a traveling companion for the last days of a patient’s journey through life.
“I would encourage nurses to try hospice nursing because it is so
rewarding to help someone feel good when they are at the end of their
life, to be able to give some peace and help a patient work through the
most difficult process they will ever have to work through,” says Lee.
“Dying is hard work. If you have any cognitive ability left in you, you
go through the same struggles that anyone can expect. You relive your
life and think about things and try to make things better with people
you’ve had relationships with. Dying is a hard process both spiritually and emotionally. It helps to have someone be there with you. Just
because they are dying doesn’t mean they are not alive.” NL

A Short History of Hospice Care
1963: Physician Dame Cicely Saunders lectures at Yale University
about the concept of holistic hospice care.
1967: The term “hospice” was first used for care for dying patients
by Saunders.
1969: Dr. Elisabeth Kubler-Ross publishes On Death and Dying,
based on interviews with dying patients, which identifies
five stages through which terminally ill patients progress.
In the book, Kubler-Ross makes “a plea for home care as
opposed to treatment in an institutional setting and argues that patients should have a choice and the ability to
participate in the decisions that affect their destiny.”
1972: Kubler-Ross testifies at the first national hearings on the
subject of death with dignity, conducted by the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging.
1980: The WK Kellogg Foundation awards a grant to the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAHO) to investigate hospice care and develop hospice accreditation.
1984: JCAHO initiates hospice accreditation.
1986: The Medicare Hospice Benefit is made permanent by Congress.
1993: President Clinton’s health care reform proposal guarantees
a hospice benefit.
1997: National attention is brought to quality of life questions at
the end of life.

Build a
great career.
Children’s Medical Center.
Now hiring in Dallas and Plano, Texas.
Experienced RNs and APNs:
Emergency Services
PICU, NICU and CICU
OR, PACU and Day Surgery
General Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Hematology/ Oncology
Dialysis
Pediatric Float
Pediatric Transport
Ambulatory Clinics
Care Coordination
Join the one healthcare system dedicated to serving the broad
pediatric and neonatal needs of North Texas. From competitive
benefits to career advancement, Children’s rewards like no
place else. For a complete list of job openings and to apply, visit
www.childrens.com or call 888-848-2990. EOE

1999: The U.S. Postal Service issues a Hospice Care commemorative stamp in February.
Source: www.NHPCO.org
For a complete history, please visit the National Hospice
and Palliative Care Organization at www.NHPCO.org.
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the new
Nurses Lounge, the definitive professional network
for nurses, has received a digital makeover,
and YOU have never looked better!

T

Online!

he Nurses Lounge online gives you a fresh and innovative way

publish articles, demonstrate your experience, illustrate your problem-

to interact with other nurses, share experiences and knowledge

solving skills, etc.

and positively affect the nursing profession.

Lounges – Adults between 35 and 50 are using online networks

With our new makeover, you get more functionality, more media

to make personal and professional connections in growing numbers.

choices and an easier-to-use interface that makes it a breeze to share

Nurses Lounge.com allows you to create “lounges” for networking with

your thoughts, communicate with large or small groups, plan events,

like-minded nurses. There are already lounges for cities and nursing

make friends, discover new possibilities and make professional and

specialties, so you can interact with other nurses within your field or

personal connections.

geographic region, but you can also create one for your own specialized
interest or group. Create a lounge and you can post your events, calen-

Tools for Nurses

dars, announcements, association news, and use the communication

Proﬁles – According to a recent survey, 22 percent of hiring manag-

functions to keep everyone updated with just one email!

ers used social networking sites to research job candidates, and more
said they would in the future. Your free profile in the Nurses Lounge
highlights your current and past professional
information, including education, professional interests, nursing specialties and more.
Journals – More than just a random
collection of your thoughts, your online
journal provides an avenue for you to

Job Search – Once you create your profile to help establish your
professional presence online, our job search engine puts you one click
away from finding the best nursing jobs locally and nationally.
Event Calendar – Schedule events for a few friends or entire associations on your public and private calendars. Our handy invitation
feature includes an RSVP function so you know exactly who will be
attending.
Photo, Video and File Libraries – Share your professional photos

demonstrate your communication skills,

and videos with everyone or just those you select. This is a great place

range of interests, creativity, and profes-

for professional head shots, instructional videos that illustrate your

sional demeanor. Twenty-four percent
of hiring managers reviewing
candidate profiles found some
content that helped their
decision to hire the job

knowledge and experience, posters you have created, instructional
sheets, brochures or simply your resume.
Forums – Use the forums to post questions for other nurses, generate discussions of important topics, gather important information and
share your knowledge with nurses across the nation.

applicant. Use your
journal to showcase your abilities,

Create your free professional proﬁle now at

Community.NursesLounge.com!
Join Today
Not yet a member?
This site is free to browse but to take
advantage of all it has to offer, create a profile
now!
Create A Profile
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Connect with nurses

Download your

in your area or create

favorite videos from YouTube

your own lounge!

or upload them from
your hard drive.

Search over
30,000 jobs!

View past and
current issues
of our online
magazine.

Stay updated with friends
and events!

Share your academic and
Blog about the

professional information

latest topics in nursing

with colleagues!

and health care!

Share videos, spreadsheets
and presentations with your
friends and other members!
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At Home with
Home Health Care
By Diane Dancer

M

any students enter nursing school envisioning a career

care experience valuable in a candidate, but we’re willing to train

spent in hospital rooms or physicians’ offices. As they learn

someone coming out of a hospital setting who has the right skills and

more about the evolving landscape of health care, they

mindset.”

realize their careers could be spent in a variety of settings, including
someone’s living room. Home health care nurses provide treatment, as-

nurse in North Dallas is $62,774, according to Salary.com. Current sta-

sistance and care for a range of acute and terminal illnesses, long-term

tistics available from the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate there were

health conditions and disabilities right in patients’ homes.

more than 126,000 home health registered nurses in the United States

According to Medicare.gov, there are currently 530 home health care

16

The annual median salary for a full-time, home health registered

in 2006. The BLS projects the number of home health nurses will be a

agencies certified by Medicare to operate in Dallas county alone, with

leading segment of growth in nursing jobs through 2016, due to the

hundreds more serving the surrounding counties in the Metroplex. The

growing number of older persons with functional disabilities, consumer

recent boom in home health care agencies means these companies

preference for care in the home, and technological advances making it

around North Texas are heavily competing to recruit qualified nurses.

possible to bring complex treatments into the home.

“We always need more nurses in the field,” says Gerry Dutschke,

While the BLS also indicates the type of care demanded in home

president/CEO of Home Health Services of Dallas, Inc., a nonprofit

health requires nurses who are able to perform complex procedures,

home health agency that cares for more than 200 patients around the

on-the-job training in home care can be limited. Home health care

Metroplex each day. “We’re like most agencies, in that we find home

professionals primarily work alone in a patient’s home, so they must

NURSES LOUNGE / Dallas-Fort Worth

www.NursesLounge.com

have confidence and adequate
experience in what they’re doing,
whether it’s starting an IV or teaching a new diabetic how to manage his disease. Although field
staff’s documentation and work
are overseen by a manager and
highly regulated, when staff are in
patients’ homes, they are spending
more than half an hour one-onone with each patient per visit.
“Nurses and other health care
professionals who work in home

Gerry Dutschke

Pictured above: Michelle Empet, RN, Home Health Services team manager,
cares for two patients.
November 2008
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Michelle Empet, RN, Home Health Services team manager, cares for a patient.

care must have a broad skill set,” states William A. Dombi, vice presi-

Another reason nurses are drawn to home care is the flexibility it

dent of the National Association for Home Care & Hospice. “They have

offers in their schedules. Many home care field staff are employed on

to be able to work independently without much supervision, but still

a per-visit basis, so they largely control how much and how often they

work collaboratively with families and other health care providers to

work. “Our branch office managers work closely with field staff in co-

make sure the client receives the highest quality of care. The challeng-

ordinating schedules and learning how much a per-visit staff member

es in home care are great, but equally rewarding is caring for clients

wants to work each week,” Dutschke said. “And even if a field worker

where they want to be -- in their own home.”

normally books for a full-time work week, employees can coordinate for

Another benefit of a career in home health is the unique insight a
nurse has on the patient’s home environment, which can be useful in

fewer or more hours during one week, depending on what is happening in his or her own personal schedule.”

furthering the patient’s overall medical treatment plan.
“Home health nurses have an advantage in caring for their patients,”
says Dr. Robert Haddox, Home Health Services of Dallas medical director and internal medicine physi-

Home Health Profiles
Nancy Oder, RN

Case Manager
Advantage Home Care

cian for more than 19 years. “They
often see firsthand any negative
factors in the home environ-

How long have you been in

ment that might be affecting the

home health?
Nineteen years.

patient’s health and they will see
things I will have no idea about.

What motivated you to enter

Physicians appreciate it when

home health as a specialty?
I had a pediatric ventilator pa-

the home care nurse is savvy in
identifying and prioritizing that in-

tient in the hospital and followed

formation to share with the physi-

the patient home upon discharge.

cian. Trips to the emergency room

As my mother was aging and

and re-hospitalizations are often
circumvented by quick-thinking,

Dr. Robert Haddox

experienced home care nurses.

became ill, I transitioned into
geriatrics. My priority changed
and I needed the knowledge to provide what she needed for quality of

The rise of the hospitalist has also markedly increased the need for
good communication as the patient returns home from the hospital.”
18
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Thirty-Eight Years
of Home Health

I

n 1970, the Dallas Cowboys
were on their way to a NFC
title and the famous “Ice

Bowl” championship game
against the Baltimore Colts.
Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin
performed for the last time. The
Beatles broke up. “Love Story”
was the top box office movie.
ABC’s “Monday Night Football”
debuted on television and

EVERY DAY

At VNA, our commitment to caring has been a tradition for 75

years. As DFW’s largest provider of healthcare services in the home,
we have set the standard for innovative patient care in the community. As a clinician, you can make a difference in patient outcomes.
...............................................................................................

Branch Supervisor - $5,000 Sign-on Bonus
Will work in Denton County. Home care/hospice experience,
a minimum of 2 years supervisory experience and current TX
RN license are required.

Home Care and Hospice RNs
Will work in Dallas County. One year experience and strong
adult med/surg skills are required, IV skills preferred.
................................................................................................
We offer outstanding benefits including flexible spending accounts, 403(b) and pension and medical/dental/vision/cancer
insurance.
To apply, visit the Employment section of our website at:

www.vnatexas.org

Juanita young Bradley started
work with the Visiting Nurse
Association of Texas.
Bradley has the longest tenure of any staff member with VNA of

EOE

Texas. Originally hired as a nurse, she has worked in many of the
agency’s home care and long- term care programs. Her positions
have included coordinator of specialty home health aides, benefits
counselor, and Primary Home Care supervisor. She was involved in
starting VNA of Texas’ hospice service in 1978, the first such program
in the state. Bradley’s present position is social worker with VNA of
Texas’ Meals on Wheels program.
A lot has changed since the days when bellbottoms and beads
were in fashion. Bradley recalls wearing a brightly colored VNA of
Texas scarf as part of her nurse uniform when making house calls.
She would have to use home phones and pay phones to communicate with other staff in the field or the VNA of Texas offices. Nurses
later started carrying beepers and then large, bulky mobile phones
that were difficult to handle. Fortunately, newer communications
technologies now make it easier for Bradley to stay connected with
patients and other staff.
“The best part of my job at the Visiting Nurse Association of Texas
is still being able to work with the elderly and disabled to help make
their lives better,” says Bradley. Many things have changed since
1970, but not her dedication and commitment to service to others.
NL
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What do you like most about

life and dignity. So I needed to change my specialty from pediatrics to

working in home health?

geriatrics to better care for her.

I am always challenged and

What do you like most about working in home health?

never get bored.

I LOVE my patients. They deserve respect, quality care and every-

What advice would you give to

thing we can give them to make their life better.

nurses thinking of joining the

What advice would you give to nurses thinking of joining the home

home health field?

health field?

Like anything else, do what you

Be dedicated to the choices you make.

love. If you love doing something
new and different every day,

Donna Davis, RN

then home health might be for

McKinney Branch Manager
Home Health Services of Dallas, Inc.

you. If you’re a creature of habit,
then home health might not be

How long have you been in home health?

something you enjoy. There are so many different opportunities for

I have been working in home health since 1994.

nurses to practice medicine today-- I think there is a specialty out there

What motivated you to enter home health as a specialty?

for everyone.
NL

I managed the ICU for Baylor Garland for 12 years. After so many
years of trauma, I wanted to be involved in a type of care where the
majority of the time, the patients get better. As a specialty, home
health allows me to see a variety of patients and still utilize all the skills I
learned as a critical care nurse.

the gift of home & family

“There is no greater gift than the love and care
you gave our Momma. You touched our lives
forever!” -Daughter of a patient from Waco, TX

A rewarding career awaits you at Las Colinas Medical Center, just
west of Dallas. We have the resources, technology and financial
viability to offer vibrant careers in our modern, community-based
facility. Join our team and start improving your life today!

Helping patients and families focus
on what matters most.

Registered Nurses

$5,000 Sign-on Bonus for CVOR and PCU Days!
L&D • NICU • CVOR • ICU • PCU • OR • Admission/Discharge
Post Partum • Day Surgery • Nursery • Cath Lab • Med/Surg
Nurse Manager - NICU/Nursery • Perioperative Services Manager
Seasonal Plan for Registered Nurses
$45/Hour Plus Shift Differentials!
Program runs October 1 to March 31 for Float Pool RNs
in ICU/Med-Surg/PCU and NICU/Nursery.

If you are interested in joining our team, we have the
following opportunities:
Full-Time RN Case Manager Dallas Office
PRN RNs Dallas, Fort Worth, Cleburne & Hospice Houses

Apply online: www.lascolinasmedical.com

EOE
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November is National Hospice Month.
Community Hospice of Texas would like to thank our
incredible team for sharing their gifts of skill,
dedication and compassion to the
patients and families they serve.

800-226-0373
www.chot.org
www.NursesLounge.com

Continuing Education

Take the
Plunge into
Precepting!
At the completion of this educational activity, the nurse should be
able to:
• Identify personal traits applicable to the precepting role.
• Explain the need for preceptors in today’s nursing world.
• Describe principles of adult learning.
• Apply Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive thinking to coaching strategies.
• Recognize the value of preceptors to organizational recruitment, retention,
and cost savings.

Purpose: This educational activity is designed to encourage the professional
nurse who is considering the preceptor role to begin the process, and to
enhance the skills of current preceptors, validating the incredible value of their
contributions, while evaluating personal traits and strategies for success.

Requirements for Successful Completion:
1. Read the article.
2. Complete the post test questions and program evaluation by circling the
selected responses on the post test.
3. Fill out the registration form.
4. Send registration form, post test, and a check for $12.00 to: Continuing
Nursing Education, The University of Texas at Arlington, Box 19197,
Arlington, Tx 76019-0197
5. A passing score is 80% to receive 1.0 Contact Hour. If you pass, your CE
certificate will be forwarded to you. If you do not pass, you will be notified
and may repeat the test once at no cost.
6. Send before November 15, 2010.

“You want me to what?!”

Marci Ayers, BSN, RN-BC, CMSRN
Certified in Nursing Professional
Development with 30 years public
speaking and teaching experience, Marci
serves as Clinical Educator, Nursing
Student Liaison, Extern Coordinator,
GN Internship Program Coordinator
(and general competency guru) at Plaza
Medical Center of Fort Worth. Also
certified in Medical-Surgical Nursing, she
is a member of AMSN and AMSN North
Texas Chapter. She is actively involved
in mentoring the unlicensed nursing
assistant group at Plaza – in both work
and in community projects.
Disclosure Statements: The planning committee and author report no relevant financial
relationships or conﬂicts of interest. The author does not intend to discuss any unapproved or offlabel use of any product. There is no commercial support for this educational activity. Accredited
status does not imply real or implied endorsement by the provider, Texas Nurses Association, or
ANCC’s COA of any product, service, or company referred to in this educational activity.

Your manager has just asked you to take on the role of preceptor. You may

think, “I’m not qualified to do that,” or “I’m already drowning in responsibilities.”
“Why me?” you ask. Most likely it is because you have already demonstrated many qualities that are considered preceptor assets:
1. Leadership quality clinical performance
2. Strong communication and listening techniques
3. Positive conflict management skills
4. Ability to evaluate clinical performance against best care standards
5. Basic knowledge of adult learning principles
6. Critical thinking development
7. Constructive feedback strategies
8. Eﬀective time management
9. Team-promoting behaviors
10. Cultural sensitivity to both the patient and workforce populations
11. The ability to minimize “reality shock” (Kramer, 1974) in graduate
nurses
It is not essential to possess all these traits as you start precepting and
most nurses begin with only a few, but these are wonderful goals to aspire
toward as you build your precepting portfolio. “Part of getting ready to be
November 2008
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a preceptor is identifying your personal strengths, weaknesses, and biases.
A good way to begin is with an honest self assessment. What personal

THE PRECEPTOR

strengths do you bring to the preceptor role?” (HCA, 2006)
The good news is that taking the plunge into precepting is not a “sink
or swim” phenomenon. Becoming a great preceptor doesn’t require you to
have attended a formal instructor course or possess a teaching certification. Preceptor expertise can be learned and enjoyed by adopting a few
foundational strategies, and by simply beginning.
The outcome of a successful precepting experience
is an employee who is competent in the technical,

• most important part of new staff orientation
• initiates new employee into the job, culture, team, and organization
• helps refine skills in communication, patient care, documentation,
reporting, problem assessment, managing assignments
• teacher, coach, cheerleader, socializer, record keeper, evaluator,
and advocate

interpersonal, and decision-making skills required for

• assesses learning needs and organizes learning experiences

the job…

• bridges the gap between what the orientee already knows and

The preceptor is a role model for appropriate behav-

what the job requires them to know (HCA, 2006)

ior, attitudes, skills, and ethics in the work place. The
goal, however, is not to create mirror images of the
preceptor in each new employee. Each employee

Due to the magnitude of the current nursing shortage, the nurse precep-

brings a unique personality and style to the job. The

tor has become even more important. Why? Nursing is becoming more

preceptor’s challenge is to align these individuals with

diverse and experienced nurses are disseminating into these various roles;

the overall mission of the organization and the work of

the large population of baby boomer nurses are beginning to retire; and

the unit, while still allowing their individuality. (HCA,

the drastic reduction in experienced nurse availability yields little suc-

2006, p. 1)

cess to recruitment eﬀorts focusing on this pool. The nursing student

Whom would you precept? All levels of nursing students (from foun-

and graduate nurse pool is quickly becoming the greatest focus for nurse

dational students to those nearing graduation); novice nurses (new grads

recruitment. A 2002 projection was that 42% of new hires are likely to be

or those without substantial experience); experienced nurses in a new

from the new graduate labor pool (The Advisory Board, 2002), a percent-

environment (e.g., a telemetry nurse who desires to move to intensive care

age that is certain to increase with time and demand. The overall nursing

nursing); and experienced nurses in a familiar environment (e.g., a telem-

population will encompass a larger percentage of less-experienced nurses;

etry nurse from one hospital moving to a telemetry nursing unit at a new

therefore, the experienced nurse preceptor will continue to become an

facility). Such a wide variety of trainees creates a need for insightful assess-

imperative essential for the healthcare organization.

ment of skill level and learning needs plus individualization of orientation.

So let’s dive in and look at some precepts in precepting…

Is there truly a need for preceptors? The answer is a resounding “yes.”
Clinical educators and nursing directors face daily the need to manage
preceptor demands. Consistent with historical data collected since 1995,

Require or Desire?
Of course not every nurse is cut out to be a preceptor. There are many

the 2007 national benchmark data from Dorothy Del Bueno’s Performance

skilled clinicians who possess neither the ability nor the desire to be a

Based Development System of nursing assessment and individualized

preceptor. Desire should be the first requisite for precepting. Perhaps you

orientation reveals the proportion of nurses assessed who met acceptable

have worked with a nurse who didn’t show interest in helping you succeed.

practice standards and critical thinking were as follows: 62% of experi-

This is not the type of nurse to assign precepting responsibilities, as the

enced RNs (n= 6133), 35% of inexperienced RNs (e.g., graduate nurses,

process will be unsuccessful and both the preceptor and the orientee will

n= 4658), and 28% of LVNs/LPNs (experienced and inexperienced,

be frustrated. Precepting must be viewed as an honor, a privilege, and an

combined, n=762). However, after a period of individualized orientation

investment in the future, not as a job duty. Here is a short checklist to see if

with a preceptor, those who initially did not meet acceptable standards

you have the potential for being a good preceptor:

were reassessed, producing the following results: 60% of experienced RNs

1. ____ Desire to help another succeed

showed absolute improvement over initial assessment; 64% of inexperi-

2. ____ More than 1 year full-time clinical experience

enced RNs showed absolute improvement over initial assessment; and

3. ____ Clinically competent and confident

56% of LVNs/LPNs (experienced and inexperienced, combined) showed

4. ____ Good interpersonal skills

absolute improvement (PMSI, 2008). What a profound eﬀect you can have

5. ____ Can set goals and priorities

as a preceptor!

6. ____ Problem-solver and communicator
7. ____ Knows when to ask others

22
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And just because you’re assigned the role of preceptor doesn’t make

• Adults are practical. They want to focus on learning things most use-

you a good one. Assigned vs. emergent leadership considers whether a

ful to them in their job. They may not be interested in knowledge for

title designated is simply due to a formal position granted vs. leadership

its own sake.

entrusted because of the way others respond to the person – leadership

• Adults desire respect. Instructors must acknowledge the wealth of

that emerges as a result of qualities demonstrated (Bryman, 1992). How-

experiences that adult participants bring to the situation. These adults

ever, most nurses who are “assigned” this leadership role are pleasantly

should be treated as equals and allowed to voice their opinions freely

surprised once they get involved in the experience. “In a crisis, nurses who

(Lieb, 1991).

thought they did not want to be preceptors may be called into service and

Nurses and new graduates describe the most highly desired character-

then find the role surprisingly rewarding, performing with skill despite

istics of a good preceptor as patient, warm/kind, approachable, clini-

earlier reservations” (Krugman, 2005, p. 2). They find that sharing their

cal expert, great communicator, diplomatic in handling conflict, and a

expertise is invigorating.

professional role model one can emulate (Krugman, 2005; Baylor,
2005).

The Coach Approach
The best preceptor is more of a coach than a teacher.
A coach equips, enables, and empowers. Just as a
skilled swimmer must practice swimming, a nurse
needs to refine nursing – that’s why it’s called nursing practice – it takes practice to sharpen one’s skills.

One quality trait of precepting that is often over-

“Telling isn’t teaching,
and listening isn’t
learning.”

The preceptor should allow for practice, repeti-

experiences, rating in the top ten most frequent
responses was the following statement: “Preceptors

their weaknesses as well as their strengths” (Baylor,

patience. Allow the orientee to do; he/she will learn faster if
A good coach knows there is no standard right and wrong approach to

suggestions for improvement for their preceptored

[graduate nurse] would prefer this, so they will know

adequate supervision of course. This requires time and

training:

feedback. When graduate nurses were asked to list

are hesitant to give constructive criticism, but the

tion, pace improvement, and self-correction – with

you resist the urge to take over the assigned task to save time.

looked is the ability to give consistent, honest

2005). Adult learners want to know how they are doing frequently.
The goal is to use resources wisely – to work smarter, not harder. It is
best not to spend your time doing for them, or answering their questions

1. Some methods work best under certain circumstances.

outright. Telling isn’t teaching and listening isn’t learning. Refer the nurses

2. Personality and culture (yours and theirs) should be considered

you precept to search policies, drug books, nursing textbooks or profes-

3. Individual values and professional goals matter

sional organizational standards to discover the answers to their questions.

4. Patience, patience, patience!

Be willing to give a homework assignment: to research care standards for a

A coach understands principles of adult learning (pioneered by Mal-

particular diagnosis or complete a case study. This promotes thinking and

colm Knowles, 1950) which influences trainers to move from “educating

checks willingness to grow, which also reflects on performance evaluation.

people” to “helping them learn.” Concepts of adult learning:
• Adults are autonomous and self-directed. They need to be free to

Remember to seek assistance from your staﬀ development specialist as
a resource when needed. This nursing professional can assist both the pre-

direct themselves. Their teachers must actively involve them in the

ceptor and the newly hired nurse, and is skilled in strategies for facilitating

learning process and serve as facilitators, guiding participants to their

adult learning as well as directing you to available resources such as live

own knowledge rather than supplying them with facts.

classes, online courses, journal articles, books, practice guidelines, training

• Adults have accumulated a foundation of life experiences and knowl-

websites, etc.

edge that may include work-related activities, family responsibili-

In addition, the preceptor coach should periodically meet with the

ties, and previous education. They need to connect learning to this

nurse manager to discuss any concerns for skill progress, clinical perfor-

knowledge/experience base. Draw out participants’ experience and

mance, critical thinking, time management, or even personal preceptor

knowledge relevant to the topic.

stressors. The manager can be a wonderful resource for stress reduction

• Adults are goal-oriented. They appreciate an educational program that

as well as for brainstorming ideas with the preceptor. If the orientee is not

is organized and has clearly defined elements. Instructors must show

demonstrating full readiness for safe, independent practice by the end

participants how this learning will help them attain their goals.

of the assigned orientation period, the preceptor and manager should

• Adults are relevancy-oriented. They must see a reason for learning

together determine extending the orientation and develop a plan of action

something. Learning has to be applicable to their work or other

with deadlines for achievement, then come together again at the prede-

responsibilities to be of value.

termined time to reassess readiness. It is crucial that the preceptor notify
November 2008
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the manager and/or educator early
in the process if he/she observes
significant behavioral or clinical
issues in the orientee. Patient safety
is always the ultimate priority in all
that a preceptor considers.

“The cost of turning over a nursing employee is 1-1½ times the
nurse’s annual salary, and national trends demonstrate that nurses
are most likely to leave employment within the first 1-2 years from
the date of hire into an organization.”

Gloom or Bloom?
A nurse who thinks critically is
at all times a safe nurse. Stimulating critical thinking in your orientees will

Celebrate successes. Remember, praise goes a lot further than a paycheck, but it must be sincere and honest. Everyone needs a cheering squad.

protect patient safety. Create in them thought processes that prevent “failure to rescue.” “Today this phrase is used to describe clinicians’ inability
to act quickly when a patient’s life is at risk. [We] need individuals who

We must consider whether we desire duplication of a role model (pro-

can do the right thing for the right reason” (PMSI, 2007). Development of

ducing cookie cutter nurses) or empowerment into nursing autonomy. It

this high-level skill in the orientee will prevent a gloomy outcome for the

is most favorable to groom nurses who are independent, adaptable to the

patient.

many paradigm shifts inherent in our profession.

Similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive

A conscientious preceptor will strive to pass on the art of seeing each

thinking is a progressive ascending hierarchy where basic level expecta-

patient and clinical situation not as a standard “textbook” situation, but

tions must be met before one can progress to higher levels:

uniquely diﬀerent from all others which can change without predictability.

1. Knowledge of Speciﬁcs - Memorization and regurgitation of facts
and data (such as knowing a normal blood glucose range).
2. Comprehension - Understands meaning. Recalls and restates data
(such as understanding what an abnormal blood glucose means to the
patient’s health).
3. Application - Uses information from knowledge and comprehension

To instill confidence, a coach may sometimes need to nudge the swimmer
oﬀ the edge of the pool. Enable them to fly solo when you know they are
ready.

Cost not Lost
The cost of turning over a nursing employee is 1-1½ times the nurse’s

in new situations, has fundamentals (such as knowing what to do the

annual salary, and national trends demonstrate that nurses are most likely

next time a patient’s glucose is abnormal).

to leave employment within the first 1-2 years from the date of hire into an

4. Analysis - Priority setting; transcends gaps in data (the ability to dif-

organization (Casey, Fink, Krugman, & Propst, 2004; The Advisory Board,

ferentiate the urgency of a blood glucose of 65 vs. 48 and correlating

2004). Therefore, prudent organizations are in the process of preparing for

it with patient symptoms and history of hypoglycemic episodes).

the even greater nursing shortage anticipated within the next decade by

5. Synthesis - Problem recognition (the ability to “see” that a patient is
hypoglycemic based on signs/symptoms and promptly taking appropriate nursing actions).
6. Evaluation - Judgment and rationale (the “art” and “insight” of nurs-

increasing recruitment and retention strategies.
“Nursing is complex and cannot be learned in a brief orientation. A
preceptor’s patience, support, and guidance are essential for graduate nurse
development” (Krugman, 2005), or the result will be costly: high nurse

ing: applies concepts, pathophysiogy, rationale, etc., to every situation

turnover (Contino, 2002). Maintaining the preceptor/orientee relationship

every day) (Bloom, 1984).

throughout the entire orientation period promotes continuity and job sat-

A preceptor’s primary objective should be to help their learners ascend

isfaction, and has been shown to decrease stress and turnover in graduate

the scale. Although the ultimate goal is to reach the evaluation level, most

nurses (Smith & Chalker, 2005). Preceptors who continue a leadership-

important is to progress from the current level to the next. Ask open-

friendship relationship with the orientee long after the orientation process

ended and “bottom line” questions to stimulate thinking and to inspire the

is complete contribute to even higher retention rates. This enduring

nurses to question practice. Have them determine urgency level for tasks

relationship is called mentoring. Although precepting and mentoring share

and kindle their ability to diﬀerentiate care priorities for their patients. Ask

some components, they are diﬀerent in that precepting is short-term dur-

higher level questions such as “What could be a possible complication with

ing the orientation period while mentoring is built on a naturally-emerg-

this patient, given the history and assessment findings? How would you

ing relationship that develops into a long-term professional development

know this complication was in fact occurring? What will you do as a nurse

partnership.

to help prevent this complication? What would you do in the event this
complication occurred?”
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In essence, great preceptors contribute to recruitment and retention of
nursing staﬀ which results in a tremendous cost savings, a vital strategy
www.NursesLounge.com

continuing education •

for the institution. “Fortunately, improved new graduate retention may
alone justify sizeable investment in nurse residency programs; the figures
reported by a growing number of institutions are impressive, especially
given recent estimates of turnover costs per nurse ranging from $22,420
to $77,200.” One facility that implemented these strategies showed a 12%
reduction in new graduate turnover, while another experienced a 50%
reduction (The Advisory Board Company, 2006, p.7). Perhaps you are just

Krugman, M. (2005). Precepting: The Chance to Shape Nursing’s Future. CEDirect
Course CE393. Retrieved from CEDirect on July 8, 2008.
Lieb, S. (1991). Principles of Adult Learning. Retrieved August 29, 2007, from
http://honolulu.hawaii.edu/intranet/committees/FacDevCom/guidebk/teachtip/
adults-2.htm.
Performance Management Services, Inc. (2008). 2007 Assessment Statistics. The
PBDS Times, 3(3), 2. PMSI website: http://www.pmsi-pbds.com.

the needed life preserver for that novice nurse.

Smith, A., & Chalker, N. (2005). Preceptor continuity in a nurse internship program. Journal of Nursing Staﬀ Development, 21(2), 47-52.

Dive and Thrive!

Stevenson, B., Doorley, J., Moddeman, G., & Benson-Landau, M. (1995). The preceptor experience: a qualitative study of perceptions of nurse preceptors regarding the preceptor role. Journal for Nurses in Staﬀ Development, 11(3), 160-165.

Precepting, like all other aspects of nursing, can have its share of challenges. Even so, the rewards far outweigh the diﬃculties. Many nurses
continue precepting for the rewards of sharing knowledge and expertise,
the satisfaction in witnessing progress in those they lead, and for the personal growth experienced in themselves while guiding another (Stevenson,
1995). One experienced graduate nurse preceptor on a PCU unit (Gill, K.
S., personal communication, April 30, 2008) states “I love to teach, and I
get a thrill when I see them gain safe independence!”
Eﬀective precepting is a Magnet initiative and a vital component of
most career enhancement programs. Although many nurses originally

The Advisory Board Company (2002). New graduates increasingly critical to hospital recruiting. Washington, DC: Author.
The Advisory Board Company (2004). Successful new graduate nurse training
programs (Origin Brief, pp. 1-14). Washington, DC: Author.
The Advisory Board Company (2006). Transitioning new graduates to hospital
practice: Profiles of nurse residency program exemplars. Washington, DC:
Author.

NL

accept the role with a perception of simply helping the orientee learn the
skills and clinical processes of nursing, they soon discover they have a
much broader impact on the individual nurse as well as the entire organization. They advance beyond teaching basic swim techniques to that of
teaching lifesaving techniques. As a preceptor, you duplicate professional
behaviors in the superlative sense. You instill confidence and competence,
pride and professionalism, caring and compassion. Not only is this the
environment we want to create for our patients, but for ourselves as well.
Leave a legacy. Take on the challenge of becoming a preceptor. Pay it
forward, creating a ripple eﬀect. Your investment will ensure safe patient
care for thousands of patients in the future.
This is nursing at it’s finest: nursing while developing more nurses! Go
ahead. Dive in. Take the plunge!
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Registration Form and Test for Continuining Education Credit
“Take the Plunge into Precepting”
Purpose: This educational activity is designed to
encourage the professional nurse who is considering the preceptor role to begin the process, and to
enhance the skills of current preceptors, validating
the incredible value of their contributions, while
evaluating personal traits and strategies for success.
Objectives:
At the completion of this educational activity, the
nurse should be able to:
1.
Identify personal traits applicable to the
precepting role.
2.
Explain the need for preceptors in today’s nursing world.
3.
Describe principles of adult learning.
4.
Apply Bloom’s taxonomy of cognitive thinking
to coaching strategies.
5.
Recognize the value of preceptors to organizational recruitment, retention, and cost savings.
How to earn One Contact Hour:
1. Read the article.
2. Complete the post test questions and program
evaluation by circling the selected responses on the
post test.
3. Fill out the registration form.
4. Send registration form, post test, and a check for
$12.00 to:
Continuing Nursing Education
The University of Texas at Arlington
Box 19197
Arlington, Tx 76019-0197
5. Send before November 15, 2010.
Within three weeks after receipt of your post test
and registration, you will be notified of your results.
A passing score is 80%. If you pass, your CE certificate will be forwarded to you. If you do not pass,
you will be notified and may repeat the test once at
no cost.
The University of Texas at Arlington Center for
Continuing Nursing Education is an approved provider of continuing nursing education by the Texas
Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission
on Accreditation.
Accredited status does not imply real or implied
endorsement by the provider, Texas Nurses Association, or ANCC’s COA of any product, service, or
company referred to in this educational activity.
Registration Information:
Name: _____________________________________
___________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
City/State/ZIP: _______________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
State(s) of Licensure: ___________________
Telephone Number: ____________________
Email ______________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
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Post Test Questions for Continuing Education Credit
Article : “Take the Plunge into Precepting!”
Please circle your response for each question
1. In order to promote autonomy in learning, the
preceptor’s best approach is:
a. “Here is your patient assignment. Just come get
me if you need anything….”
b. “In order to reach the goal we mutually set for
you, what can I do to help you reach it?”
c. “Don’t do anything to the patient without
checking with me first.”
d. “To save time, I will assess your patients while
you administer their medications.”
2. There is a growing demand for preceptors
because:
a. The ratio of inexperienced nurses in the workforce is increasing.
b. The nursing shortage has created a need for
retraining skilled nurses.
c. A percentage of experienced nurses do not
demonstrate acceptable practice.
d. Both a and c
3. In order to become a preceptor, one should first
a. Possess all preceptor assets.
b. Begin with a few basic precepting strategies.
c. Have a Master’s degree in nursing.
d. Obtain a teaching certification.
4. When administering medications to a patient,
your orientee asks, “What is this medication for?”
A preceptor’s best response is:
a. Explain the indications and side effects of the
medication to the orientee to encourage learning.
b. “Share with me what you know.” Ask additional
questions to investigate critical thinking and
rationale.
c. “Let me give the medication since you are not
familiar with it.”
d. “How could you ask such a question? Don’t you
know you should know all meds before giving
them?”
5. Which statement from your orientee demonstrates the highest level of cognitive thinking?
a. “A BP of 120/80 is normal.”
b. “Elevated BP could create stroke risk.”
c. “Although my patient’s BP is normal, something is just not right; further investigation is
indicated.”
d. “My patient’s BP is elevated, but he does not
have a headache.”
6. When making the patient assignment to your
orientees, you should select
a. Patients who are easy to manage, so you don’t
have to spend much time with the orientee.
b. Patients who are based on learning needs, so
you can assist them in expanding their skill
base.
c. Patients who requested the orientee, based on
yesterday’s experience.
d. Several patients who are highly complex so you
can stretch the orientee’s abilities.
7. Preceptors greatly impact
a. Recruitment, retention, and cost savings.
b. The course of study for nursing schools.
c. Recruitment and energy conservation.
d. Raising the cost of retention at a facility.

8. When an orientee is not progressing as expected,
the preceptor should
a. Document only what the orientee is doing well.
b. Discuss deficits with the orientee in a constructive manner.
c. Discuss deficits with the manager and/or educator.
d. Both b and c
9. Adult learners
a. Bring certain experiences and knowledge to the
learning situation.
b. Desire a highly-structured learning environment.
c. Want to develop their own curriculum.
d. Prefer to do all their research online.
10. Emergent leadership is
a. Leadership forced by crisis.
b. Leadership by title.
c. A result of demonstrated qualities.
d. Based on sufficient training.
Program Evaluation
Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree
Objective 1 was met.
1 2 3 4 5
Objective 2 was met.
1 2 3 4 5
Objective 3 was met.
1 2 3 4 5
Objective 4 was met.
1 2 3 4 5
Objective 5 was met.
1 2 3 4 5
The article was effective as a learning resource/tool.
1 2 3 4 5
The objectives were relevant to the overall purpose.
1 2 3 4 5
The activity met your expectations.
1 2 3 4 5
List two ways that you will integrate what you
learned in this activity into your practice and/or
work environment: ___________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
The following were disclosed:
Requirements for successful completion
Yes
No
Conflicts of interest
Yes
No
Commercial support
Yes
No
Non-Endorsement of Products
Yes
No
Off-label use
Yes
No
Did you perceive any bias that was not disclosed in
this activity?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe: ________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
State the number of minutes it took you to read
the article, complete the test and evaluation
_____________min.
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Did You
Know?

You can network with other nurses at these
and other hospitals? Just go to nurseslounge.
com and create your free profile!

www.nurseslounge.com/employers.asp

We know you have a choice where
you work, and we’d like to be your
employer of choice. In the last year,
we have renovated almost every
area of the hospital, added new
technologies and programs, and
modernized our patient rooms. And
there is more to come but we can’t
do it without great nurses.
This is your opportunity to experience
all this change for yourself and

Quality care. Hometown caring. One hospital brings it all together.

work with us to create the career that
you’ve always wanted. We invite
you to join our team of nurses and
caregivers. If you live in the eastern
edge of the metroplex, why not try
Dallas Regional and shorten your
commute into Dallas?
For more than 40 years we have
delivered compassionate care to the
communities we serve. And as we
continue to transform and grow, we’d
like to count you as an important new
addition to our hospital.

We have the following opportunities available:
ICU RN – FT ($5,000 Sign on bonus)
PCU RN – FT ($5,000 Sign on bonus)
ER RN – FT ($5,000 Sign on bonus)

Pre -Post Cath Lab RN – FT Mon-Friday
Med/Surg RN – FT
ER Coordinator – 3-11pm
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Introducing new per diem levels and rates.
$35 per hour for Level 1 and $40 per hour for Level 2
Call Human Resources at 214.320.7798. Apply online at www.dallasregionalmedicalcenter.com.
You may e-mail your resume to hr.mcm@hma.com, or fax it to 972.216.3888.

Your life. Your health. Your hospital.

1011 North Galloway Avenue, Mesquite, TX 75149
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